
The little book  
of energy



Islands Energy Group  
exists to shape the  
future for people and  
for energy. Our purpose 
is to provide dependable  
energy to be proud of  
for every generation.

Islands Energy Group  
is made up of three businesses based  
in Guernsey, Jersey and the Isle of Man 
– Guernsey Energy, Island Energy and 
Isle of Man Energy. 

We are the sole gas utility providing 
natural gas and/or liquefied petroleum 
gas to domestic, commercial and 
industrial customers across the islands. 
We also sell a range of technology and 
appliances to our retail customers 
including smart home devices, home 
technology and accessories. 
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We have a rich heritage in our 
island communities in which  
we serve. Gas has been used in 
the Channel Islands and the Isle 
of Man for nearly 200 years; 
first for lighting in the 1830s 
before it was used for 
cooking and heating from 
around the 1880s – and 
we’ve been evolving as a 
business ever since. 
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We prioritise thinking and acting in an 
ethical and environmental manner.

We feel proud of what we do. Serving our 
customers, local communities, partners and 
shareholders. We are focussed on delivering 
safe reliable services, creating an environment 
where our people can thrive and building a 
future where sustainable energy is the priority.

Come and make change happen  
from the inside.



Safety 
We are a safe and responsible business 
always looking to ensure our people, 
customers and stakeholders are protected.

Teamwork
Let’s work together effectively to achieve 
success for our business: every day we should 
think and act as owners of the company.

Customer Satisfaction 
Our mantra is ‘putting the customer at the 
heart of everything we do’.

Honesty
Always be sincere and truthful when dealing 
with colleagues and customers. It’s OK to own 
up when you make mistakes, so we can use 
them as a lesson to share. 

Humour & Fun
Have fun while being the best – Be HUMAN! 
We love to be around happy, motivated and 
positive people. It’s good for you, for the 
team, and for our customers.
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Move from gas to 
energy management 

Role model
Net Zero future

Be a safe and
responsible business

Be a great
place to work

GREEN ENERGY

PROGRESSIVE

SUSTAINABILITY

PERFORMANCE

RELIABLE

ADAPTABILITY

TRAINING

TRUST

TRANSPARENCY

RESPECT

TEAMWORK
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Our vision is 
steered by what 
we call our four 

North Stars.
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Our core behaviours are the key 
strengths shared by everyone in  
the company, regardless of the job 
they perform. These are the 
behaviours we expect everyone to 
display day in day out and they have  
a direct correlation to the business’ 
operations and success.

4ways  we behave to succeed
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Accountability
Show drive and determination to  
achieve results

Communication
Use clear and concise language to get  
the right outcomes

Constant feedback 
Offer constructive and positive feedback 
and treat everyone with respect

Trust
Do the right thing even when no  
one is looking

Performance goals and reviews
Set targets and work towards achieving 
your goals. Be prepared and actively 
drive your own future

Work as a team
Act with integrity, openness, and 
honesty. Form trusted relationships with 
colleagues and always respect each 
other’s views
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Safety First
Positive Challenge
Honesty
Compliance
Trust
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Be prepared to try.
Be prepared to learn. 
Be prepared to grow.
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Small changes, often
Continually and consistently make 
small changes, review them, and 
amend them regularly

Think about why
Understand why you are doing 
something, what value is it adding and 
can it be improved

Constant improvement
Make process improvements that 
impact the lives of our customers  
and colleagues
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Open and honest communication
be clear when communicating. 
Promote ideas, and consider others’ 
views to produce a ‘win-win’ outcome

Regular reviews
Be proactive and engaged with the 
process, understand your goals and 
objectives and how you are 
performing against them
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Try new things
Be prepared to try, to learn, to grow

Be prepared to fail
Acknowledge failure, put things into 
perspective and learn from the experience

Get comfortable with being uncomfortable
Push your comfort zone, understand the 
level of risk and where you can and cannot 
control situations

Be vulnerable
Show up and be seen. Be your best despite 
uncertain outcomes

Coaching and development
Set yourself targets to learn and develop, to 
grow and share your knowledge with others 
to allow them to grow

4
Get out of your lane



Our commitment to sustainability will  
shape the Islands we serve, changing how we  
approach and deliver services to our customers 
now and in the future. Our aspirations to 2050 
are high with a clear plan to get to Net Zero 
which is guided by 4 pillars:

Pillar 1 
Climate Action
Set science-based targets  
and measure, manage  
and reduce our emissions  
to Net Zero

Pillar 2 
Protect our 
environment
and give back to  
our community
Positively impact the 
communities and islands  
we serve

Pillar 3 
New energy 
management 
products and 
services
Support our customers to 
manage their energy and  
costs, and play a vital part  
in the energy transition

Pillar 4 
Cleaner, greener 
energy
Transition the energy  
we supply to lower  
carbon alternatives



We empower and  
motivate our employees  

with our commitment  
to sustainability*

*Every role within Island Energy 
Group is part of this transformation  
to shape the future.
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Working together as a team is at the 
centre of what we do: in the way we 
communicate, show each other respect 
and always search for better ways to 
delight our customers.

We believe every employee is equally 
important and we want them to 
participate and get involved. Speak up, 
give their opinion, make suggestions. 
Jump in and contribute!

Energiser
Being an



We are building an environment in 
which all employees, job applicants, 
suppliers, contractors and clients feel 
safe, comfortable, valued and 
respected.

We treat everyone fairly and respect all 
the following protected characteristics: 
age, disability, gender, gender 
reassignment status, marriage  
and civil partnership status, pregnancy, 
maternity and paternity, race/ethnicity, 
religion and sexual orientation.

We are creating a place where people love 
their work. A place where everyone can 
make a difference to our customers and 
communities. That means always finding 
ways to build a culture where our people 
feel supported and valued for the part they 
play in our success.

We are committed to promoting diversity, 
preventing discrimination and creating an 
inclusive working environment in which 
everyone can fulfil their potential and 
maximise their contribution.



Our office hours are flexible, between 8am 
– 6pm, with an hour for lunch. There may 
be times when employees are required to 
work outside these hours (overtime 
payments are specified in an individual 
employment agreement) and working 
hours may vary by mutual agreement.

Our way  
of working

We offer flexible and remote working.  
If you need it, you can ask for it and  
we’ll always do our best to 
accommodate it. Our business is built  
on trust and communication so if you 
need to change your working patterns, 
talk and we’ll listen.



We provide secure, resilient 
technology platforms to enable 
flexible, efficient working. Our 
technology team provide devices and 
software tailored to employee’s roles, 
which allows for a consistent, secure 
and reliable user experience within 
the office or whilst working remotely.

We offer a generous holiday 
allowance, including all relevant 
Bank Holidays, and get a half day on 
their birthday if it falls on a weekday.

Discretionary sick pay is available 
once probation has successfully been 
completed.
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We’re dedicated to the success of our 
employees and helping them achieve 
their goals. We’re committed to 
enhancing the lives of our team and 
helping them grow as people and as 
professionals. Our employee value 
proposition supports this.

We offer perks such as a company 
matched pension, health insurance, 
flexible working, discretionary bonus, 
death in service benefit, free parking, 
company mobile phones, energy centre 
discounts and commission on some 
product sales.

iCare is our wellbeing programme 
which takes a proactive approach to 
support our employees with their 
wellbeing in the workplace. 

Our employees physical and mental 
health is important to us. We’re always 
looking for new ways to support your 
wellbeing and our Wellness Action Plan 
is an optional and confidential tool to 
help manage mental health and 
wellbeing at work.
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We also organise employee events, such as  
sea dips, and talks from external speakers on 
key topics linked to wellbeing. 

We share important information with 
employees from local charities and for 
awareness months such as prostate cancer 
awareness month. Many of our employees 
have completed mental health first aider  
and dementia care training. Employees also 
benefit from the Bupa Employee Assistance 
Programme which enables them to speak to  
a counsellor in confidence 24/7 and make use 
of a range of Bupa self-help tools We provide fresh fruit baskets  

in our offices fortnightly, and 
employees can join twice weekly 
yoga classes.
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We offer a range of training and 
development opportunities for  
those looking to excel in their careers. 
This includes paid training support,  
to ensure our people remain competent, 
knowledgeable and qualified in  
their roles.



We have supported our employees to 
undertake a range of external courses and 
qualifications including Prince 2 Agile, IoD, 
ACCA and CAT, all Gas Safety qualifications, 
customer service qualifications and Energy 
Saving Trust training. We also have access to  
a multitude of internal training ranging from 
Microsoft Office 365 to mental health.

We support memberships to professional 
bodies including ACCA, CIPD and IoD.



At Islands Energy Group employees can 
directly influence business strategy and 
direction through our working groups. 
We currently have two working groups 
set up: the Net Zero working group and 
the gas to energy management 
technology working group.

The Net Zero working group supports 
our Net Zero plan and looks at 
opportunities across the company for 
us to reduce our operational carbon 
footprint, improve the choices we make 
as a business and provide feedback on 
the sustainability.
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We give all 
employees the 
opportunity to 
volunteer. We offer  
two days paid leave  
per year either for a 
company sponsored 
project or a charity 
close to their own 
heart.





Recognising 
 our contributions

iCoins are our internal currency. There is  
no limit to the amount of iCoins employees can 
send and a small gift is awarded each month  
to our top 'Energisers' based on the amount  
of iCoins they receive.

At the end of the year, we add up the iCoins 
collected throughout the year so our employees 
can spend their iCoins on lovely gifts.

iThankYou is our internal 
recognition programme which allows 
everyone to recognise and reward 
the people they work with. It’s a 
great way to show someone that you 
think they’ve demonstrated our core 
behaviours which are helping us 
meet our goals.
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All work and no play is no fun at all,  
so we regularly organise activities and 
outings for our employees to socialise 
and let their hair down! We do lots of 
fun things as a team including family  
fun days, BBQs, bake sales, pub socials, 
picnics, sea swimming, yoga classes, 
Christmas parties, ice cream van visits to 
our offices, Easter Bunny gifts and Santa 
letters for our peoples’ little people!



Being part of something that is shaping 
the future of energy and building a 
sustainable, greener future is exciting, 
challenging and rewarding. 

We’ve got great teams across three 
beautiful islands so join in and build 
your career with Islands Energy Group.



www.islandsenergygroup.com


